
(Saving Nature 17 

8 

14 

23

100 

(Wonders of Creation 227

28 

34 

45 

108 

(Value of Knowledge 349 

50 

55

68 

117 

(Traveling the World 473 

74 

81 

95 

127 
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 گرامر: 
۸ حرف زدن از آینده   
۹ امس   
۱۱  تست های ترکی� گرامر 

� جدول کامل کلمه های کتاب در
۱۴     و کتاب کار 
۱۷  روش های ماهی گیری (قمست اول) 
۱۸  تست های واژگان 
۲۳  منت های کلوز و درک مطلب 
۱۰۰  اپسخ انمۂ ترشیحی 



« »
will

will

gowillI

gowillYou

gowillShe/ He/ It
gowillWe

gowillYou

gowillThey

will

will

Will they attend the meeting?

will not

They will not leave the building.

« »

In the summer, the president will travel to Rome to 
meet with the Pope.

Woman: “I’m cold.” Man: “I will close the window.”
« » « »

I think the number of cheetahs will increase in future.

1. I will give up smoking!
2. That bag looks heavy! I will help you with it.
3. I will not do your homework for you.

Will you shut the door, please?

will

will

Modals

can, could, should, may, might, must

ll will

They ll lose the game

won t will not

They won t lose the game

be going to
be going to



1. They are going to destroy the old hospital and build 
a new one.
2. I am going to be an actor when I grow up.
3. He is going to spend his vacation in Kish Island.
4. I can’t see a taxi anywhere. We are not going to get 
to the movies on time.
5. Look at the sky. It is going to rain in a moment.

am be

are is

 are is am  

was be

were

He wasn t going to tell me, but I forced him to

be going to will

will
« » be going to

« »

1. Woman: “The phone is ringing.” 
 Man: “OK. I’ll answer it.”
2. Woman: “There are a lot of letters to answer.”
 Man: “I know. I’m going to do them all on Friday.”
« » « »

« »

be going to

will

1. Don’t give him your watch. He’ll break it.

2. Look out! You’re going to break that glass.

I'm seeing the doctor on Monday.

We are having a party tomorrow.

 

The train leaves at 7:30 tomorrow

The match starts at half past seven

Common Noun

dog, woman, table, ...

Proper Noun

France, Madrid, Mrs. Sohrabi, Reza, ...



a, e, i, o, u
an h

an apple, an island, an uncle, an egg, an onion, an hour

a

a man, a hat, a university, a European,

a one way street

s

day  days
dog  dogs
house  houses

o ch sh s x
es

tomato  tomatoes
box  boxes 
church  churches

ves fe f
calf, half, knife, leaf, life, loaf, self, sheaf, shelf, thief, 
wife, wolf

s

foot  feet
mouse  mice
child  children 
woman  women
man  men

my friend

your phone number

      her brother

         these children this child

those houses that house

the the

the car

1. I went to the doctor. 

2. Could you give me the book?

3. I didn't like the film.

4. She has two children: a boy and a girl. The boy is 

fourteen and the girl is eight.

5. What did you do with the coffee that I bought ?

6. The sky is cloudy today.

a/an

the

a/an

1. My brother is married to a doctor.

2. A doctor must like people.

3. She is a doctor.

4. She is a nice doctor.



1. A: “I’ve got a headache.” B: “Wait here. ............... an aspirin for you.”
1) I get  2) I’ll get 3) I’m going to get 4) I’m getting

2. Kimia says ............... a politician when she grows up – and she’s only 5 years old! 
1) she’ll be 2) she is 3) she’s going to be 4) she won’t

3. A: “What’s your job?” B: “I’m ............... .”
1) dentist and my office is over there 2) a dentist and the office is over there
3) the dentist and an office is over there 4) a dentist and my office is over there

4. A: “We’ve got small, medium and large. What size do you want?” B: “ ............... a large one, please.” 
1) I’ll have 2) I have 3) I’m going to have 4) I’m having

5. A: “Shall we go to ............... city center this evening?”  B: “Yes, that’s ............... good idea.”
1) a - the 2) the - a 3) the - the 4) a - a

6. A: “Do you want to go out tonight?” B: “No, ............... my homework.”
1) I do 2) I’m going to do 3) I’m doing 4) I’ll do

7. A: “What are you watching?” B: “It’s ............... .”
1) an amazing program about the Avicenna 2) a amazing program about Avicenna
3) the amazing program about an Avicenna 4) an amazing program about Avicenna

8. A: “How old are you?” B: “............... twenty next Friday.”
1) I’m going to be 2) I am 3) I was  4) I’ll be 

9. I don’t want to go out alone. ............... with me?
1) Will you come  2) Are you coming
3) Do you come  4) Are you going to come

10. A: “What do you know about Albania?” B: “Not much. It is ............... .”
1) very small country in Europe 2) a very small country in Europe
3) very small country in the Europe 4) a very small country in the Europe

11. There’s a fireworks display tomorrow. Mona ............... it.
1) will watch 2) is going to watch 3) was watching  4) watches

12. Farhad thinks that Iran ............... the next game against South Korea.
1) wins 2) will win 3) is winning 4) is going to win

13. Mehrnoush isn’t here today. She only ............... four days a week.
1) works 2) will work 3) is working 4) is going to work

14. A: “Is Amir eating with us?” B: “Wait a minute. ............... him.”
1) I ask  2) I’ll ask 3) I’m going to ask 4) I’m asking

15. I hear you ............... your car. How much do you want for it?
1) sell  2) are going to sell 3) sold 4) will sell

16. ............... town center is usually full of ............... . I go there a lot.
1) A - tourists  2) The - tourist 3) A - tourist 4) The - tourists

17. We ............... a party but some of our friends couldn’t come, so we cancelled it.
1) were going to have 2) are having 3) will have 4) are going to have

18. The window was open and a bird ............... into the room.
1) flies 2) is flying 3) flew 4) will fly

19. We ............... the results of the tests next week, so there’s nothing we can do until then.
1) will know 2) know 3) are knowing 4) are going to know

20. We’re going to have ............... party. We’re going to invite Mr. Hosseini and Mr. Farhadi and of course 
their ............... .

1) the - wife 2) a - wife 3) the - wives 4) a - wives



21. A: “What are all those bricks for?” B: “I ............... a wall at the side of the garden.”
1) build  2) built  3) will build 4) am going to build

22. A: “Don’t forget to turn off ............... light when you go out.” B: “I ............... .”
1) the - won’t  2) a - won’t
3) the - am not going to  4) a - am not going to

23. A: “............... me a story, daddy?” B: “Sure.”
1) Do you read 2) Will you read 3) Are you reading 4) Are you going to read

24. A: “I can’t come over during the day.” B: “............... you tomorrow evening, then.”
1) I’ll see 2) I’m going to see 3) I see 4) I’m seeing 

25. We won’t be home tomorrow. We ............... buy a few ............... .
1) will - chairs  2) will - chair
3) are going to - chairs  4) are going to - chair

26.  I ............... Fariba, but I decided to write her a letter instead.
1) am going to phone 2) phoned 3) was going to phone 4) phone

27. A: “What time ............... your train ............... tomorrow?”  B: “Seven twenty–three in the morning.”
1) do - leaves 2) is - going to leave 3) does - leave  4) will - leaves

28. If you listen carefully, you ............... a bird in the trees over there.
1) hear  2) are going to hear 3) will hear 4) are hearing

29. Have you seen Nazanin recently? She ............... another baby. 
1) will have   2) is having
3) was going to have  4) is going to have

30. You can’t play football in the garden. ............... the grass.
1) I cutting  2) I’m going to cut 3) I’ll cut 4) I was going to cut

31. A: “What is Akbar doing in ............... bathroom?” B: “He is cleaning his ............... .”
1) the - feet 2) a - foots 3) the - foots 4) a - feet

32. Wherever you go in Shiraz, you ............... the people very friendly. 
1) are going to find  2) are finding 3) found 4) will find

33. I ............... Zahra this weekend, if you’d like to come too.
1) see  2) was going to see 3) will see 4) am going to see

34. It’s ............... lovely park with a lot of beautiful ............... .
1) the - trees  2) the - tree 3) a - trees 4) a - tree

35. A: “She’s late.” B: “Don’t worry. She ............... .”
1) comes 2) will come 3) is going to come 4) won’t come

36. When do you think you ............... the work?
1) finish 2) will finish 3) are finishing 4) are going to finish

37. Parastoo and Majid have two ..............., ............... boy and ............... girl. 
1) child - a - a  2) children - the - the
3) child - the - the  4) children - a - a

38. I can’t meet you tomorrow afternoon. ............... tennis.
1) I’ll play 2) I play  3) I’m playing 4) I played

39. A: “Why are you turning on the television?” B: “............... the news.”
1) I’m going to watch 2) I watch 3) I’m watching 4) I’ll watch

40. We enjoyed ............... holiday. ............... hotel was very nice.
1) our - The  2) those - The 3) our - A 4) those - A

41. I’ve tried everything but he ............... to me.
1) doesn’t talk   2) won’t talk 3) isn’t going to talk 4) isn’t talking

42. Don’t worry! ............... until you’re finished, then we can go.
1) We wait  2) We’ll wait
3) We are waiting  4) We’re going to wait



43. Do you think the ............... are doing ............... homework? 
1) child - his   2) children - their
3) child - their  4) children - his

44. Did I tell you that ............... dinner with Leyla next Thursday?
1) I have 2) I’m going to have 3) I’ll have 4) I had

45. A: “What do you know about that man over there?” B: “Well, he is ............... .”
1) Mr. Derafshi. He is 50 years old and he is a Mechanic
2) Mr. derafshi. He is 50 years old and he is a mechanic
3) Mr. Derafshi. He is 50 years old and he is a mechanic
4) Mr. Derafshi. He is 50 year old and he is a mechanic

46. A: “What’s the matter with Maryam?”  B: “She says she ............... sick.”  A: “She ............... better with 
some fresh air.”

1) will be - is going to feel  2) is going to be - will feel 
3) will be - will feel  4) is going to be - is going to feel

47. A: “Remember to buy a newspaper when you go out.” B: “OK. I ............... .”
1) don’t forget   2) am not going to forget
3) am not forgetting  4) won’t forget

48. A: “............... anything tomorrow evening?” B: “No, I’m free. Why?”
1) Will you do 2) Are you doing 3) Did you do 4) Do you do

49. I don’t want a steak. I think ............... the chicken.
1) I eat 2) I’ll eat 3) I’m going to eat 4) I ate

50. Do you like ...............? They are made in ............... .
1) this shoe - the Iran   2) these shoes - Iran 
3) this shoe - Iran  4) these shoes - the Iran



alive / / adj 19

22
Are your grandparents alive?  

amazing / / adj
38

She told us an amazing story.

anymore / / adv
22

She doesn’t live here anymore.

boring / / adj
29

The movie was really boring.

cut down 
22

We had to cut down the old tree.  
We need to cut the article down to 1000 words.

danger / / n
35

You may be in danger if you travel alone at night.

destroy / / v 20,22

25,29

The fire destroyed their house completely.

die out
22

Dinosaurs died out 65 million years ago.

earth / / n 20,22

23,41

The moon travels round the earth.

endangered / / adj 19,22

23,31

The blue whale is on the endangered species list.

especially / / adv
26

I hate getting up early, especially in winter.

for example 
19

Do you speak any other languages, for example French or German?

forest / / n 20,22

23,30

Do not light a fire in the forest - no matter how small.

future / / n 21,22

23,24

Nobody knows what will happen in the future.

hear / / v (heard, heard) 19

41

I heard somebody laughing in the next room.

hope / / n, v
21

22

Can you help me? You are my only hope.

I hope you have a nice holiday.  

hopeful / / adj
26

I’m hopeful about getting a job.  
The future seems hopeful.  

hopefully / / adv
24

The cat looked hopefully at our plates.  
Hopefully he won’t be late.  

human / / n 21,22

41
Dogs can hear much better than humans.  

hunt / / v 31 Young lions have to learn to hunt.  

hunter / / n 22,23

39
Animals in the cat family are hunters.  



hurt / / v (hurt, hurt)
17,31

I fell and hurt my leg.  
My leg hurts.  

idea / / n 34,35

36

It was a good idea to give him a PS4 for his birthday.

in this way 22,24

41

I should exercise more often. In this way, I would improve my health.

increase / / v
19,22

23

The number of women who go to work is increasing.

They’ve increased the prices by 50%.  

injured / / adj 17

21

We took the injured man to hospital.

instead / / adv

21

22

My boss can’t go to the meeting. I will go instead.

Now I can walk to work instead of going by car.

interested / / adj
23

I’m very interested in history.

lake / / n 22,23

24,37
The children swam in the lake.  

living thing 
15

All living things are made of one or more cells.

lose / / v (lost, lost)
24

I lost my job when the factory closed.  

Our team lost the last match.  

low / / adj
39

There was a low wall round the garden.

natural / / adj 21,22

23,24

Her hair soon grew back to its natural color.

nature / / n
17,21

22,23

This village is a great place to relax and enjoy the beauty of nature.

It’s not in his nature to be kind.  

nowadays / / adv
24

Nowadays most kids prefer watching TV to reading.

pain / / n 35 She was clearly in a lot of pain.  

pay attention to 21,22

24
Please pay attention to what I’m saying.  

plain / / n 21,22

23,26

The plant grows only in the plains and mountains of Iran.

plant / / n 24,41 All plants need light and water.  

protect / / v
19,31

Parents try to protect their children from danger.

put out 
17

She put out the fire with a bucket of water.



recently / / adv 22 We received a letter from him recently.  

safe / / adj
41

Always keep medicines in a safe place.  
The children are quite safe here.  

save / / v
21,25

31,41

The doctors saved her life.  
He is saving money to buy a car.

take care of 
19,21

22,23

She is taking care of her sister’s baby today.

I’ll take care of shopping if you do the cleaning.

average / / adj
18

The average age of the players is 23.

bring / / v (brought, brought)
19

Money doesn’t always bring happiness.

change into 
22

They redecorated the room and changed it into a nursery.

consider / / v

17

I’m considering going to Italy on holiday.

She never considers anyone but herself.

helpful / / adj 8

9

The booklet is very helpful to parents of such children.

information / / n 8

9

For more information, please call our branch nearest you.

kill / / v 15

19

The police don’t know who killed the old man.

leave / / v (left, left)

13

The train leaves at 8:40.  
He left the door open.  
I left my glasses at home.  

national / / adj
8

I was sad that we didn’t win, but our national team played really well.

span / / n
18

I worked with him over a span of six years.

voluntary / / adj 8

9

She does voluntary work at a children’s hospital.

wonderful / / adj
8

He is a wonderful cook.



« » « »

1. He fell in the river but his friend saved him from drowning.
2. I was very naive to believe that they would give my money back soon.
3. She is hoping to get a loan from her bank to help her out of her money problems.
4. The dog had to be destroyed since its owner could not stop it from attacking people.
5. The hunters followed the tracks of the lion for hours.
6. The students looked perplexed, so the teacher tried to explain it one more time.
7. Do you really want to join the team, or were you just pretending to be interested?
8. I asked him if he wanted to play tennis, but he said he wasn’t interested.
9. She walked home by herself, although she knew that it was dangerous.
10. I read her last novel and found it very absorbing. I couldn’t put the book down for a minute.

drowning
naive

loan
owner

track
perplexed

pretend
if

although
absorbing



51. I can’t understand why some people ............... or kill poor animals.
1) protect 2) save 3) hurt 4) lose

52. I think that shopkeepers will soon ............... the price from $50 to $60.
1) cut 2) increase 3) pay 4) divide

53. He  likes  telling  jokes and being the  centre of ............... at  parties.
1) strategy 2) pain 3) attention 4) nature

54. We’re not doing enough to ............... the endangered animals from dying out.
1) excuse 2) protect 3) destroy 4) finish

55. I love Swiss chocolate, ............... dark Swiss chocolate.
1) naturally 2) hopefully 3) especially 4) orally

56. No one knows yet if they are alive or dead. At this time, we can only ............... and wait.
1) choose 2) enjoy 3) hope 4) explain

57. These  animals  sleep in the  day and ............... at  night.
1) pay attention  2) listen 3) protect 4) hunt

58. Thanks for helping me with my homework; you ............... my life!
1) destroyed 2) hurt 3) finished 4) saved

59. I  feel a  sharp ............... in my  foot. Do you think I should see a doctor?
1) plane 2) pain 3) plain 4) plan

60. I was going to paint the room white, but ............... I’ve been thinking of a light blue.
1) especially 2) hopefully 3) recently 4) regularly

61. I read on a website that dinosaurs  ............... about 65 million years ago. Is it true?
1) put out 2) destroyed 3) lost 4) died out

62. I can say whatever I want to say. This is a ............... country.
1) singular 2) safe 3) natural 4) free

63. From the moment I entered the room, I could feel them ............... me with their eyes.
1) hearing 2) following 3) amazing 4) circling

64. My father thinks that there is no ............... for me in music business.
1) future 2) schedule 3) wildlife 4) attention

65. She’s planning to ............... some new flowers to the garden.
1) choose  2) pay 3) add 4) save

66. At the end of the lecture, the teacher asked all the students to ............... small discussion groups.
1) put out 2) learn about 3) divide into 4) ask about

67. A father would never do anything to ............... the lives of his children.
1) take care of  2) endanger 3) help 4) protect

68. Of  course I make  mistakes, I’m only ............... .
1) interested 2) boring 3) human 4) right

69. When they started their life together, they were young and full of ............... .
1) relatives 2) hope 3) past 4) family

70. ..............., there will be some tickets left for the concert.
1) Recently 2) Hopefully 3) Especially 4) Orally

71. A  bomb  fell on the building of the City Museum and ............... it.
1) filled 2) destroyed 3) divided 4) saved

72. I don’t know why the teacher didn’t give us ............... time to finish the test.
1) recent 2) enough 3) future 4) past

73. I can ............... myself. I do not need anyone else to protect me.
1) take care of 2) add to 3) pay attention to 4) be interested in



74. The word “ teeth” is an  irregular ............... of the  noun “ tooth”.
1) example 2) plural 3) instead 4) singular

75. She was very rude and said that it was not in her ............... to listen to advice.
1) attention 2) nature 3) web 4) circle

76. Sometimes I  enjoy my  English  lessons, but at other  times I  find them really ............... .
1) amazing 2) safe 3) boring 4) different

77. My uncle ............... one of his arms in the war when he was a young soldier.
1) lost 2) divided 3) endangered 4) found

78. He gave the police false ............... about his past.
1) attention 2) question 3) conversation 4) information

79. I’m going to take your picture, but don’t pose. Try to be ............... .
1) wild 2) safe 3) different 4) natural

80. She went back to the restaurant with ............... of finding her bag there.
1) hope 2) information 3) nature 4) pain 

81. The old woman looked at the picture and said: “He must be 90 if he’s still ............... .”
1) true 2) alive 3) free 4) safe

82. Of course all the animals in the cat family are ............... .
1) hunters 2) lions 3) halves 4) leopards

83. The waiter asked the young man politely to ............... his cigarette.
1) put out 2) destroy 3) die 4) lose

84. I was going to send her an e-mail, but I decided to call ............... .
1) in pair 2) any more 3) instead 4) however

85. These plants are found in fresh water ............... and rivers.
1) mountains  2) farms 3) lakes 4) plains

86. I’m glad that I found you here. I have some news that you may be ............... in.
1) safe 2) extra 3) hopeful 4) interested

87. Can you please put out the lights? They’re ............... my eyes.
1) filling 2) hunting 3) flying 4) hurting

88. My cousin is very clever. ..............., he is lazy.
1) Hopefully 2) Especially 3) However 4) Properly

89. The jungles in Africa are filled with ............... animals.
1) pleasant  2) amazing 3) alive 4) safe

90. Do you have anything more to ............... to what you said before?
1) report 2) add 3) take 4) visit

91. The words “their” and “there” are pronounced in exactly the ............... way but spelled differently.
1) high 2) important  3) same 4) natural

92. My father always says that the first ............... of driving is to pay attention.
1) example 2) form 3) rule 4) idea

93. The parents are still in great ............... over the death of their child.
1) pain 2) attention 3) injury 4) danger

94. You can easily check the class ............... on the school website.
1) plain 2) schedule 3) building 4) blank

95. The doctor in the emergency room did all that she could to ............... him but he died.
1) find 2) save 3) teach 4) match

96. A large piece of flat land with few trees is called a ............... .
1) lake 2) mountain 3) plain 4) jungle

97. Firefighters were called to ............... the fire in the city centre.
1) make 2) protect  3) save 4) put out

98. The jaguar is the largest cat of the Americas, and they are among the ............... animals.
1) hopeful 2) injured 3) extra 4) endangered



99. No, you paid for dinner last time, let me ............... it.
1) pay attention to 2) fill 3) take care of 4) increase

100. The game was boring and I began to lose my ............... . 
1) intonation 2) attention 3) idea 4) job

101.  Do you love animals and enjoy spending time with them? If so, you might ............... being a zookeeper 
when you grow up. 

1) stop  2) take care of  3) consider  4) help
102. In fact, it really makes sense to eat your dessert first ............... last, so that other foods can clear some of 

the sugar from your teeth. 
1) anymore  2) however  3) instead of  4) on average 

103. Douglas Adams created a universe filled with funny and original characters, such as Marvin, a brilliant but 
depressed robot. Readers who like to imagine new worlds and ............... creative writing should read his series.

1) protect 2) lose 3) hear 4) enjoy
104. Growing old is part of being ............... . Every plant and animal must go through a cycle of life that 

involves a beginning, a middle, and an end. 
1) an endangered animal  2) a living thing
3) a hard-working human  4) the life span 

105. There have been many reports of dolphins ............... the lives of people who were drowning or divers 
who were lost. 

1) paying attention to  2) considering  3) taking care  4) saving 
106. In the wild, cats frequently ............... in twilight and at night. They can do this because they have special 

vision that helps them to see well in the dark. 
1) protect  2) hurt  3) hunt  4) lose 

107. It’s important to remember that while humans have caused the extinction of many species, we also have 
the ability to protect and save ............... plants and animals. 

1) safe  2) interested  3) hopeful  4) endangered 
108. One of his projects is to make a CD of children’s songs in Scottish Gaelic, to help keep the language ............... . 

1) helpful  2) alive  3) endangered  4) national 
109. White Rhinos are nearly gone. The last ever sighting of a White Rhino in the wilderness was back in 

2006, before the Rhinos were put under ............... . 
1) information  2) danger  3) protection  4) pain 

110. Over the next five years, I expect the company will easily ............... the number of its stores from about 
2000 to 4000. 

1) lose  2) protect  3) cut down  4) increase 
111. As a father, he doesn’t want his daughter to make the same mistakes that ............... his life and left him 

with multiple health problems including cancer. 
1) destroyed 2) protected  3) saved  4) considered 

112. By visiting a zoo, people can see firsthand some of the world’s ............... animals. 
1) future  2) amazing  3) injured  4) national 

113. Doctors have reported a great ............... in the number of deaths caused by the cancer; it has almost 
doubled in the last fifty years.

1) future 2) idea 3) increase   4) plan
114. The traditional art of letter writing is fast ............... among today’s technologically smart children who 

prefer emails and text messages to communicate. 
1) taking care  2) losing  3) dying out  4) growing 

115. In German there is a saying that mistakes are for being made – which simply means that it’s very 
............... to make mistakes. 

1) natural  2) wonderful  3) voluntary  4) national 
116. She spent nine years at three universities in an attempt to be a physicist, but she became a writer ............... . 

1) anymore  2) nowadays  3) hopefully  4) instead 



117. She thought Sina too young to give advice, and ............... no attention to what he said. 
1) made  2) took  3) paid  4) lost 

118. When the passenger pigeons began to die out in the 1870s, hunters turned their ............... to other species 
including the Eskimo curlew. 

1) information  2) protection  3) nation  4) attention 
119. For your stay, choose the Pacific Hotel, a few steps from the center and the sea, and ............... a few 

minutes from the train station. 
1) safely  2) hopefully  3) voluntarily  4) especially 

120. 387 of our 737 national parks have been forced to close, some because of careless ............... destroying 
the land. 

1) living things  2) visitors  3) endangered plants  4) losers 
121. In the documentary they ............... the hunters with a camera throughout the course of their hunt and 

recorded their experiences.
1) followed  2) hurt 3) amazed 4) divided

122. Wind turbines are also a great ............... to wildlife. A wind turbine kills about one in three birds per year. 
1) protection  2) danger  3) attention  4) pain 

123. If you’re ever unsure whether someone is who they say they are, or you don’t feel ..............., don’t let 
them in. If they refuse to leave, dial 110 and ask for the police. 

1) endangered  2) wonderful  3) natural  4) safe 
124. The musician cancelled all ............... concerts and performances that were planned for next year. 

1) careful 2) boring 3) future  4) unsafe
125. Taking Aspirins or other painkillers is not ............... the problem. You should see a doctor as soon as possible. 

1) increasing  2) taking care of  3) protecting  4) putting out 
126. The kiwi is a strange bird which lives only in New Zealand. It sleeps during the day, because the sunlight 

............... its eyes. 
1) hurts  2) protects  3) increases  4) considers

127. Latin music is very ............... in countries where people speak Spanish or Portuguese. However, people 
all over the world can enjoy it. 

1) wonderful  2) endangered  3) common  4) voluntary 
128. In many families today, both the mother and the father have jobs outside the home. This can make it 

difficult to ............... the children. 
1) endanger  2) take care of  3) increase  4) cut down 

129. To stay ............... when climbing the highest peaks, mountain climbers must take along tanks of oxygen 
to breathe. 

1) alive  2) endangered  3) natural  4) helpful 
130. I make sure everything goes well but no matter how carefully you ............... , there can often be last-minute 

problems or surprises.
1) hope 2) destroy 3) enjoy 4) plan

131. Because we humans ............... so many trees every year to make paper for books, magazines, newspapers, 
and other products, it is important to recycle paper items so new paper can be made from them. 

1) take care of  2) put out 3) cut down  4) pay attention to 
132. In 1800 there were 7.1 billion acres of rain forest in the world. Now, just 200 years later, less than half – 

3.5 billion acres – remain. Over 100,000 acres of the world’s rain forests are ............... each day, with trees 
cut down for their valuable wood and land cleared for farming. 

1) considered  2) protected  3) increased  4) destroyed 
133. Grandma was in her last sixties and was letting her hair grow gray ............... , which looked good on her.

1) naturally 2) carefully 3) wonderfully  4) especially
134. It is believed that the Sun – like all stars – will burn out eventually. But it’s not probable this will happen 

in the near ...............: our Sun is expected to shine for at least another five billion years. 
1) nature  2) future  3) schedule  4) pattern 



135. Scientist don’t know exactly when ............... first spoke, though they know that it happened a very long 
time ago, in prehistoric times. 

1) living things  2) visitors  3) humans  4) hunters 
136. If you stopped cutting the hair on your head, you could get it to grow to about your waist before hairs 

would start to fall out. ............... people, however, can grow their hair much longer than that. 
1) A few  2) Plural  3) A group  4) Single 

137. While it may seem harsh and cruel (and it’s always difficult to watch on television ............... shows), 
animals hunting one another is a natural and necessary process. 

1) average  2) future  3) nation  4) nature 
138. They had a very bad car accident. Anita’s hand was ............... so badly that she was unable to write for 

two years. 
1) considered  2) hunted  3) injured  4) destroyed 

139. If an animal is badly injured, often the kindest thing to do is to ............... it painlessly.
1) hope 2) excuse 3) hunt 4) destroy

140. As ............... as 10 years ago, many people could smoke while sitting at their desks in a large office. Now 
such behavior is unheard of, and smokers usually have to go outside to have a cigarette. 

1) recently  2) hopefully  3) naturally  4) voluntarily 
141. The average person has about 100,000 hairs on his or her head. Most people ............... between 50 and 

100 head hairs each day, but new hairs are usually ready to replace them. 
1) increase  2) lose  3) put out  4) cut down 

142. The park had lots of places to walk, and Mitra enjoyed drawing pictures of ..............., including a 
crocodile relaxing beside its private pool. 

1) the life span  2) plants  3) forests 4) wildlife 
143. Many languages have no written form. Tribal languages like some spoken in Africa and Australia, 

..............., have been passed on orally, by word of mouth. 
1) anymore  2) instead  3) hopefully  4) for example 

144. The Great Chicago Fire took place in 1871. In a little over a day, 300 people died, and around 90,000 
buildings were destroyed before the fire was ............... . 

1) cut down  2) increased  3) put out  4) protected 
145. You have probably ............... the fictional vampire named Dracula. Did you know he may have been 

based on a real person? 
1) heard of  2) paid attention to  3) taken care of  4) asked about 

146. When many people think of India, they think of elephants. This beautiful ancient country is home to 
more than 50% of the total wild elephant population in Asia. There were easily more than one million wild 
elephants in the forests and ............... of India. 

1) lakes  2) mountains  3) plains  4) nations 
147. Some people are ............... that human-like robots will one day be able to perform dangerous jobs so that 

humans will not have to. 
1) hearing 2) saving  3) hoping  4) protecting

148. Most people with a migraine feel the ............... in the temples or behind one eye or ear; however, any part 
of the head can be involved. 

1) danger  2) span  3) pattern 4) pain 
149. Have you ever worked on a project with a friend or ............... who has a different idea of how to do the 

project? 
1) volunteer  2) zookeeper  3) relative  4) visitor

150. Changing your sleep ............... is as bad as not getting enough sleep. It’s just as important to sleep at the 
same time every night as it is to sleep for a full eight hours. 

1) nature  2) schedule  3) attention  4) average 



 Plants are living things. (151) ............... need water and light to help them grow. But (152) ............... 
do plants find what they need? They get it from the world around them! Plants get water from the soil. They 
get light from the sun. Plants (153) ............... water, light energy, and a gas called carbon dioxide to make 
glucose. Glucose is a (154) ............... of sugar. It is food for the plant. Yes, plants make their (155) ............... 
food!

151. 1) Their  2) They 3) Them 4) There
152. 1) why 2) when 3) how 4) which
153. 1) use 2) attack 3) install 4) increase
154. 1) function 2) type 3) half 4) member 
155. 1) personal  2) interested  3) extra  4) own

 Why did all of the dinosaurs die? No one knows for sure. Most people (156) ............... that the 
dinosaurs died when Earth’s (157) ............... fell quickly. Dinosaurs needed it warmer because they were 
reptiles. Reptiles are animals that use the heat of the sun to keep their (158) ............... warm. But what made 
Earth get colder? No one knows that for sure, either. However, (159) ............... two different ideas about 
how it (160) ............... . 

156. 1) hope 2) recite 3) report  4) think
157. 1) culture 2) temperature 3) future  4) nature
158. 1) throat 2) wound 3) blood 4) bruise
159. 1) there is 2) it is  3) there are 4) they are
160. 1) happened 2) prepared 3) attended  4) endangered

 Polar bears live in (161) ............... and snow. A polar bear baby is a cub. A cub is born with its eyes 
closed and does not have much hair. A cub (162) ............... its mother’s milk. The mother (163) ............... 
the cub warm. The cub grows bigger and soon it can walk. The cub likes to play. It rolls in the snow. The 
cub grows stronger and learns to swim. Its mother shows it how to (164) ............... . When it can find its 
own (165) ..............., the cub can live by itself.

161. 1) environment 2) nature  3) farm  4) ice
162. 1) drinks 2) fills 3) eats 4) produces
163. 1) likes 2) increases 3) keeps 4) finds
164. 1) save  2) participate 3) hunt 4) destroy
165. 1) food 2) plan 3) program 4) future

 A cheetah is a big (166) ............... cat. They live in Africa. Cheetahs hunt and eat meat. A cheetah 
(167) ............... two long lines on its face and spots on its fur. Cheetahs are the world’s fastest land (168) 
............... . They can run as fast as 70 miles per hour. That is faster than most (169) ............... driving on a 
highway! Cheetahs can reach highway speeds in just a few seconds. (170) ..............., they can run fast for 
only a short time.



166. 1) cruel 2) nervous 3) natural 4) wild
167. 1) is 2) has 3) are 4) have
168. 1) things 2) environments 3) animals 4) hunters
169. 1) systems 2) planes 3) trains 4) cars
170. 1) However 2) Anymore 3) Also 4) Hopefully

 A species is the name for a group of animals that are like each other, such as lions and tigers. If a 
species is endangered it means there are very few of those animals left in the world. If all the animals in a 
species die, the species becomes extinct. Those animals are gone forever. Many species are protected. A 
protected species means governments have made laws against killing the animals. 

The koala is near being an endangered species. They live in tall eucalyptus trees. Many of these trees 
are also called gum trees. Koalas eat the leaves of those trees. There are different types of eucalyptus trees, 
so the koala must have no trouble finding food. But koalas are picky! They only want special eucalyptus 
tree leaves to eat. There are 600 types of eucalyptus trees, but koalas will only eat the leaves of around 120 
kinds of them. Some are even pickier than that. The koalas of a specific area will only eat about four or five 
kinds of eucalyptus leaves. 

171. When a species is extinct, it means that ............... .
1) they are like each other 
2) they need protection against hunting
3) those animals die and they are gone forever
4) there are very few of them left in the world

172. According to the passage, the koala ............... .
1) is extinct  2) is endangered
3) may be extinct soon  4) may be endangered soon

173. Which of these sentences is NOT true about koalas?
1) They can’t find their food easily.
2) They live in short eucalyptus trees.
3) They like only some of the eucalyptus tree leaves.
4) Another name for many eucalyptus trees is gum tree.

174. When someone is “picky” it means that ............... .
1) they easily decide what to choose
2) they become interested in everything they see
3) they are very careful about choosing only what they like
4) they feel nervous when they should decide on something

 Many plants and animals die out because of humans. Endangered animals or plants have few mem-
bers and if we don’t protect them, we will not have any more of that type of plant or animal on Earth.

A habitat is a special place where a plant or animal lives. The most dangerous thing humans do to en-
dangered animals is destroy their habitats. This is usually because we do not pay attention. When there is 
an area of land we want to use, we don’t think of what is already living there.

Large parts of rainforest were destroyed by humans. People wanted the land and wood for building 
projects. A lot of plants and animals were lost in this one habitat alone. 

Most of us don’t live near a rainforest. However, that does not mean we are not destroying animal habi-
tat. As a town becomes bigger, more houses and businesses are built. The wildlife of that place loses their 
habitat and must find a new one. Wetlands and grasslands are habitats that are especially in danger. Thank-
fully, people are paying more attention to the problem. This is the first step toward protecting habitats.



175. The writer thinks that many animals are endangered because ............... .
1) there is not enough food for them 2) they are losing their habitats
3) we are not living near their habitats 4) hunters don’t pay enough attention

176. If we don’t protect the endangered living things, ............... .
1) we will have few of them in future
2) we won’t have any more of them in future
3) they will leave rainforests and choose a new habitat
4) they may one day destroy our houses and businesses

177. People destroyed large parts of rainforests because ............... .
1) they needed the land to grow food 
2) they didn’t need rainforests anymore
3) rainforests were a danger to human habitat 
4) they needed the land and wood for building

178. How many kinds of habitat are especially at risk?
1) 1 2) 2 3) 3 4) 4

 Lions are big cats with gold-colored fur. Lions are carnivores. Carnivores are meat eaters. Lions live 
together in a group called a pride. Elephants are animals with trunks and tusks. Elephants are herbivores. 
Herbivores are plant eaters. Elephants live together in a group called a herd.

Giraffes are the tallest animals in the world. They are plant eaters. At mealtimes, giraffes eat leaves 
from tall trees because they have long necks and can reach high places. Giraffes live in a herd of about 10 
animals. Warthogs are a type of wild hog. Warthogs are omnivores. Omnivores eat both plants and meat. 
Female and baby warthogs live in a small group called a sounder. Males live alone. Hippopotamuses are 
animals that live partly on land and partly in water. They are herbivores that eat grasses. Hippos live in a 
herd of up to 15 members.

179. Which one is NOT true about lions?
1) They have gold–colored fur. 2) They are from the cat family.
3) They eat meat most of the time. 4) They live together in a group called a pride.

180. Which one is NOT true about giraffes?
1) They are herbivores.  2) They have long necks.
3) They live in 10–member herds. 4) They live partly on land and partly in water.

181. Which of the following animals eat both plants and meat?
1) Elephants 2) Giraffes 3) Hippopotamuses 4) Warthogs

182. Which one of the following could be put in place of the word “partly” in line 7 without a change in 
meaning? 

1) always 2) often 3) sometimes 4) never

 Some animals travel south for the winter. During the fall, some animals migrate. They move from 
one place to another place. Some go by land, others by air, and some by water.

Caribou travel by land. They travel in groups called herds. One large herd lives in Alaska in the spring. 
They migrate south in the fall when the weather gets colder. They go to Canada. The winter is warmer there, 
so they can find food more easily.

Humpback whales travel by water. They go to the Gulf of Alaska in the summer to eat. The whales mi-
grate south in the fall to warmer water near Hawaii. They go there to have their babies. 

Monarch butterflies travel by air. They migrate in the fall when the weather gets cool. They go to warmer 



places to rest for the winter. They start their trip in the United States and Canada. Most fly south to Mexico. 
In the spring, they return north.

183. All the animals that are named in the passage migrate south for winter because ............... . 
1) their babies are waiting for them 
2) they want to be in warmer places
3) they would like to have some rest 
4) hunters search for them in cold places

184. Humpback whales go to warmer water near Hawaii ............... .
1) to have their babies  
2) to rest for the winter
3) to find food more easily  
4) to be in colder temperatures 

185. Which of these sentences is NOT true?
1) Alaska has colder winters than Canada. 
2) All monarch butterflies fly to Mexico in the fall.
3) Caribou travel by land and in groups called herds.
4) Monarch butterflies fly back to north in the spring.

186. What is the main idea of the passage?
1) When animals don’t find their environment pleasant.
2) Animals and winter emergency. 
3) How and why animals travel south in the winter.
4) Animals in different seasons of the year.
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